
 

  

Put Seller Shows Confidence in Proof-Point 

Ticker/Price: PFPT ($119) 
 

Analysis: 

Proofpoint (PFPT) with 1,000 December $115 puts sold to open today for $10.50 in a stock replacement, sizable trade in 

a name which isn’t very active on the options-side. PFPT did see some smaller June calls bought yesterday. PFPT shares 

are back at April support and the low-end of a rising channel from the February gap which targets a move back above 

$130. RSI and MACD have reset from overbought levels and on the weekly timeframe hammering off the 20-EMA this 

week as it consolidates below new highs. Longer-term, a move above $125/$130 has room up to $150. The $6.59B 

company trades 8.27X EV/sales and 37X FCF with 21.2% and 17.5% revenue growth forecast. PFPT is seeing better 

FCF margins and renewal rates over 90% with long-term enterprise tailwinds as IT budgets focus on email breaches 

where just 8% of spending is currently targeted. They see drivers near-term from more movement to the cloud, especially 

Office 365 and G-Suite applications, while email-targeted threats remain a key concern with more than $12.5B in losses 

worldwide over the last five years. PFPT has expanded their product suite to archiving, advanced threat, info protection, 

fraud defense, and browser isolation which has greatly expanded their TAM. Analysts have an average target for shares 

of $132 with 17 buy ratings, 2 hold, and 1 sell. KeyBanc with a $154 PT on 4/26 seeing early traction with new solutions 

bundles while PFPT continues to set the standard for security SaaS companies in terms of consistent growth. Institutional 

ownership rose 18.5%. Alkeon a top buyer of 758K shares. Short interest is 3.2% and near multi-year lows.  

Hawk Vision:  

 
Trading Strategy: PFPT has long seemed under-valued to peers to me and should eventually be a winner in 
a cyber-security space that will have multiple winners, so like the idea behind the trade. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


